NCR FastLane SelfServ™ Checkout R6C

To speak with someone or for more information, visit us at ncr.com/retail.
Improve security and cash management

The NCR FastLane SelfServ Checkout R6C delivers more effective cash management with advanced global cash and coin recycling capabilities.

The note recycler allows a stack of bills to be fed into the unit instead of inserting them one at a time. This makes it faster and more convenient for your shoppers while also helping your store associates quickly replenish the recycler when needed. Replenishing the recycler less frequently means your associates spend less time with unsecured cash on the floor, and have more time to dedicate to customer-facing activities.

The global coin recycler supports nine different denominations and provides improved debris management, reducing the potential for jams. An all imaging bi-optic scanner, the RealScan™ 79e is available and it reads 1D, 2D and mobile barcodes.

This advanced scanner, combined with NCR’s Computer Vision Technologies, such as Picklist Assist and Produce Assurance, can help minimize shrink and streamline the checkout experience.

Offer a more engaged experience at self-checkout

NCR FastLane SelfServ R6C is compatible with many different NCR FastLane software releases.

Everything you have come to expect from the NCR FastLane application is available for your shoppers at checkout. In NCR’s latest release of FastLane software, your shoppers will find familiarity in the gesture-enabled interaction which is similar to their experience on their mobile device.

The intuitive user-interface makes it easy for shoppers to use, and “follow me” indicator lights help provide visual prompts throughout the transaction. A persistent receipt, controlled by gesture swipe with scrolling, is continuously displayed throughout the transaction giving your shoppers even more control of their transaction. Action bar messaging uses color settings to indicate the current status of a transaction to the shopper or an attendant.
Provide convertibility without compromise

The R6C offers a convertible model to maximize your self-checkout investment.

Its innovative design enables you to convert it from a self-checkout lane to an assisted lane in seconds by rotating the display and scanner module by 180 degrees to face the cashier. This capability is ideal for peak times throughout the week or during periods of seasonal demand. Additionally, a smaller checkout footprint saves valuable selling space or gives you room to accommodate additional lanes.

Complement your brand’s image

The contemporary styling of the NCR FastLane SelfServ Checkout R6C will complement virtually any retail environment and branding.

With its compact design and reduced profile, the R6C expands the visibility between your attendants and shoppers, giving attendants a clear line of sight to monitor all of the self-checkout lanes. The sleek zero-bezel display features a responsive touchscreen which supports multi-touch, and a new eco-friendly LED intervention light that reduces power consumption.
Technical Specifications

**Processor**
- Intel Core i3 – 4350T Dual core processor
- Intel Celeron – 1820T Dual core processor

**Motherboard**
- Intel® Q87 Express Chipset

**Memory and Storage**
- 4GB to 16GB DDR3 1600 Mhz
- Solid State Drive (SSD)

**Intuitive user interface**
- High bright 15” projected capacitive touchscreen with zero-bezel design
- 10-point multi-touch capability
- Integrated audio
- Co-located cash inputs/outputs
- “Follow-me” indicator lighting
- Optional uNav keypad enables wheelchair access

**POS integration**
- Support for Windows®, and Linux® POS integration under Microsoft® Windows POSReady 2009, Windows POSReady 7, Windows 7 and Windows 10 environments
- Broad range of supported POS systems
- Toolkit for easy integration to other POS applications

**Customizable design**
- Core module that can be designed with a left or right orientation
- Compact, low profile design
- Multiple unload and bagging modules accommodate any retail environment
- Input belt or shelf
- 1, 2, or 3 bagging platforms
- Color branding available
- Integrated scale for produce
- LED tri-light lane light indicates availability

**High-performance bi-optic imaging**
- NCR RealScan™ 79e supports 1D/2D/mobile bar code scanning
- High performance with the largest all-imaging scan zone
- Six-sided scanning with aggressive top-down scanning to minimize product orientation
- NCR RealScan 78 bi-optic laser scanner also available as an option

**Extensive security**
- Security scale for weight verification
- Internal security door with optional electronic keypad lock
- Electronic Article Surveillance (EAS) integration available for Sensormatic and Checkpoint devices
**Tender options**

- Global coin recycling with 9 denominations and bulk acceptance
- High capacity note recycling with bunch note acceptance
- Enhanced cash management capabilities
- Compatible with most industry-standard payment devices including contactless
- Credit and debit only configuration available

**Environmentally conscious**

- Optional two-sided thermal receipt printer
- Accommodates reusable bags
- LED lighting

**Remote Attendant Program (RAP)**

- Desktop and/or mobile handheld device displays interventions and transaction details for up to 10 lanes
- Ability to add and modify items like a traditional point of sale lane

**FastLane Software Application**

- Intuitive, gesture-enabled software
- Search capability for non-barcoded items
- Persistent receipt displayed with gesture swipe for scrolling
- Adaptive security features to help boost throughput during peak periods
- Optional Computer Vision Technology solutions to help detect fraud and minimize shrink

**Services**

- Business consulting
- Technical support
- Omni-channel Service Desk
- Project Management, Deployment, and complete Installation Services
- Connected Systems Management with hardware maintenance
- Operations 360 – Analytics Management dashboard
Why NCR?

NCR is a leading technology company that brings unexpected value to every interaction between consumers and businesses. We’re the #1 global retail POS software provider and #1 global self-checkout provider, we provide software, hardware and services that run the entire store.

Digital first but not digital only, we help retailers differentiate and compete by connecting every touchpoint into the frictionless, “always on” experience consumers want today, while enabling tomorrow’s innovations. From mobile to brick-and-mortar, from back office to loyalty and beyond, we help retailers bridge their digital and physical operations, transforming transactions into meaningful interactions—no matter where they happen.